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online, keeping his thousands of fans 
engaged and soaking up their comments 
and responses. He knew, thanks to the 
reactions of his fans to his new songs, 
that he needed to make a record and get 
back on the road as soon as possible. Ellis 
whittled his massive song list down to 
ten, enlisted his friend and co-producer, 
keyboard master Kevin McKendree, 
and headed for Franklin, Tennessee’s 
famous Rock House recording studio. 
The result is Ellis’ new Alligator album, 
Devil May Care, a record Ellis says, 
“is for the fans as much as for me.” 
  Devil May Care, Ellis’ 20th album, 
contains ten of his most dynamic original 
compositions, mixing muscular rock ‘n’ 
roll and hard blues into his own instantly 
recognizable sound. Highlights include 
the Southern rock-tinged opening trio 
of songs, “One Less Reason,” “Right 
Down The Drain,” and “Just Like Rain,” 
to the slow-burning “Don’t Bury Our 
Love” to the Hendrix-y “Step Up” and 
“28 Days.” The emotionally-charged 
guitar solos soar in full service to the 
songs, as if Ellis is living and breathing 
the sound rather than simply playing the 
notes. “The goal,” says Ellis, “was to 
make the guitar sing.”
  Tinsley Ellis has been immersed 
in music his whole life. Born in Atlanta 
1957 and raised in southern Florida, 
he acquired his first guitar at age 
seven, inspired by seeing The Beatles 
perform on The Ed Sullivan Show. He 
took to guitar instantly, developing and 
sharpening his skills as he grew up. Like 
many kids his age, Ellis discovered the 
blues through the back door of British 
Invasion bands like The Yardbirds, By Marc Lipkin

TINSLEY ELLIS
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At lan t a ' s  Road  DawgAt l a n t a ' s  Road  Dawg

World-renowned Southern 
blues-rock guitarist, vocalist, 
and songwriter Tinsley 

Ellis—like every other musician—was 
caught off guard when the pandemic 
shutdown hit in March 2020. Ellis was 
forced to cancel the tour promoting his 
just-released album, Ice Cream In Hell, 
only six weeks into the 60-date run. This 
would be the first time in 40 years he’d 
be off the road, and as he drove the 2400 
miles home from Reno to Atlanta, he 
was already formulating his future plans.
  Ellis resolved to dedicate his 
pandemic-forced downtime to creating 
new songs and growing as a songwriter. 
To get back to his musical roots, he began 
composing on amps and guitars that he 
hadn’t used for decades. He explored 
obscure studio and live recordings 
from some of his greatest musical 
heroes, such as the Allman Brothers, 
Freddie King, Michael Bloomfield, 
B.B. King, and beyond, and was 
inspired by his favorite artists all over 
again. Eighteen months later, Ellis had 
written an astonishing 200 new songs.  
  Explains Ellis, “There was a lot 
of time to experiment. In my downstairs 
studio I set up every guitar and amp 
that I owned, plus a Leslie cabinet, an 
old wooden Wurlitzer electric piano, an 
old Maestro Echoplex tape delay, and 
30 or 40 glass, steel, and brass slides. 
Experimenting with different gear set-
ups inspired the songwriting. Plus, I was 
able to listen to more music than I had 
since the 1970s. My imagination was 
fired up!” 
  As early as April 2020, he began 
regularly releasing his new material



The Animals, Cream, and The Rolling Stones as well as Southern rockers like the 
Allman Brothers.
  One night in 1972, he and a friend were listening to Al Kooper and Michael 
Bloomfield’s Super Session record when his friend’s older brother told them that, 
if they liked Super Session, they should go see B.B. King, who was in town that 
week. Tinsley saw that show from the very front row. As fate would have it, King 
broke a guitar string while playing, and after changing it without missing a beat, he 
handed the broken string to young Tinsley. And yes, he still has that string.
  Less than three years later, Ellis, already an accomplished teenaged 
musician, left Florida and moved to Atlanta. He soon joined a hard-driving 
local blues band, the Alley Cats. In 1981, along with veteran blues singer and 
harpist Chicago Bob Nelson, Tinsley formed The Heartfixers, a group that 
would become Atlanta’s top-drawing blues band. After cutting two Heartfixers 
albums for the Landslide label, Ellis was ready to step out on his own.  
  Georgia Blue, Tinsley’s first Alligator release, hit the unprepared public by 
surprise in 1988. The Chicago Tribune said, “Tinsley Ellis torches with molten 
fretwork. Ellis takes classic, Southern blues-rock workouts and jolts them to new 
life with a torrid ax barrage.” His next four releases, 1989’s Fanning The Flames, 
1992’s Trouble Time, 1994’s Storm Warning, and 1997’s Fire It Up, further grew his 
reputation as well as his audience. (His song “A Quitter Never Wins,” a highlight of 
Storm Warning, was recorded by Jonny Lang, selling almost two million copies.)

“Feral blues guitar...non-stop gigging 
has sharpened his six-string to a 

razor’s edge...his eloquence dazzles...
he achieves pyrotechnics that rival early 

Jeff Beck and Eric Clapton.” 
                            –Rolling Stone 
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“Rugged,burning, and riveting...Tinsley 
Ellis is a powerful and commanding 

presence, both on guitar and as a gruff, 
full-throated vocalist. It’s hard to 

overstate the raw power of his music. It’s 
impossible not to enjoy the ride.”  

                   –Blues Music Magazine  

Features and reviews ran in Rolling Stone, The Washington Post, The Los Angeles 
Times, The Boston Globe, and in many other national and regional publications.  
  In the early 2000s, Ellis released albums on Capricorn Records and on 
Telarc, returning to Alligator in 2005 with Live – Highwayman, which captured 
the fifth-gear energy of his roof-raising live show. He followed it with two more 
incendiary studio releases, 2007’s Moment Of Truth and 2009’s Speak No Evil. He 
self-released four successful albums on his own Heartfixer label before coming 
back home to Alligator in 2018, releasing the fan favorite Winning Hand. The 
album debuted at #1 on the Billboard Blues Chart and earned him Blues Music 
Award (BMA) nominations for Blues Rock Album Of The Year and Blues Rock 
Artist Of The Year. 2020’s Ice Cream In Hell further cemented Ellis’ reputation 
and put him on the cusp of even greater success before all touring was brought 
to a halt that March. Now, with Devil May Care and a new nationwide tour 
booked, Ellis is more than ready to get back on the road and make up for lost time. 
  Ellis has been a road warrior ever since his Alligator debut. He has captivated 
and amazed fans in all 50 United States, as well as in Canada, all across Europe, 
Australia, and South America. He’s also earned the love and respect of many of his 
fellow musicians, including Warren Haynes, Oliver Wood, Jonny Lang, Buddy Guy, 
the Tedeschi Trucks Band, Gov’t Mule, Widespread Panic, and more. Additionally, 
he’s shared stages with blues legends including Stevie Ray Vaughan, Otis Rush, 
Willie Dixon, Leon Russell, Son Seals, Koko Taylor, and Albert Collins. 
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Backed by a 24-karat blues band, the 
Texas blues treasure glimmers brightly

on her eighteenth studio album!
Pre-orders begin February 18.
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Collection Vol. 4

PETER VETESKA & BLUES TRAIN
So Far So Good

THE LOVE LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Leave The Light On

KATHY & THE KILOWATTS
Fully Charged

CLARENCE SPADY
If Only We Could

(single)

JOHNNY TUCKER
Why You Lookin’ At Me?

20th Anniversary Reissue

Mega-star guitarist Joe Bonamassa calls Ellis “a national treasure.” But no matter where 
or with whom he performs, Ellis always plays with grit, soul and unbridled passion.  
  According to AllMusic.com, “Ellis’ playing underscores the emotional depth 
in the lyrics. His meaty solos dig deep.” With Devil May Care, Ellis proves that 
true again, with ten jaw-dropping, career-topping performances. As he continues 
adding more dates to his already packed tour schedule, Ellis will bring his high-
energy Southern blues-rock to fans all across the country. “It’s been a long 18 
months,” he says, “and now folks are ready to have some fun.” BMO

 
“One of modern blues’ greatest guitarists and 

performers.” – Vintage Guitar 
 

“Powerful, spine-tingling guitar and gritty, 
soulful vocals...an inspired and passionate 
fusion of blues and Southern rock." - Relix

Album 
Available At:

www.BluesMusicStore.com
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
ERIC GALES
Crown
Provogue

I rarely go out on this limb, but Eric Gales’ Crown should be the 2022 Blues 
Album of the Year in the Grammys and Blues Music Awards. Willie Dixon 

famously defined the blues as “The facts of life.” Truth. Uncomfortable. 
Educational. Energizing. These 13 songs – and three playful, instrumental 
interludes honoring Jimi, Stevie, and his late brother, the explosive Little 
Jimmy King – feature Gales singing about the facts of his turbulent early life 
countered with songs about his joyful rebirth.
  Since his 2009 incarceration and subsequent release 21 months later, 
Gales has been a one man wrecking crew, recentering himself and his 
music. Central to that was marriage to his Number 1 advocate, LaDonna, 
and his commitment to a clean and sober life. That double-edge foundation 
reinforced Gales’ mission and the blues world luminaries took notice, 
honoring him with the Blues Foundation’s 2019 and 2020 Blues Rock Artist 
of the Year.

  On this new release, Gales has clearly upped his game in all areas, songwriting, production, and 
musical arrangements. Veteran writers like James House, Tom Hambridge, Keb’ Mo’, Josh Smith, and Joe 
Bonamassa join with Gales and LaDonna to pen songs that perfectly fit Gales’ deeply personal perspective. If 
the finest songs can intensely voice one’s struggles or our societal inequities or one’s overwhelming joy and 
then reach individual listeners, these songs clearly hit that elusive mark. 
  The veteran production sense of co-producers and rhythm guitarists Smith and Bonamassa understand 
the musical and lyrical nuances needed to give each song’s arrangements personality and textures. 
 The opening cut, “Death Of Me” tells you all you need, Gales fires off guitar jabs, then sings, “If I could 
go back in time/Have a talk with me/I would try and change my mind/Show me what I need.” The song cycles 
through blues, blues-rock, and even some rap in service to Gales’ present day advice to his past self. 
 With its Memphis soul-styled horns and churchy organ, “The Storm” points out today’s racial 
contradictions with his oft-repeated rhetoricals, “How can you love what I do/But hate who I am and “How 
can you see the whole picture/When it’s only you in the frame.” “Stand Up” offers a similar take, “I just want 
respect/I don’t want a hand out/…But you tell me to just shut up and sing.” Rather then hitting the listener over 
the head with ear-splitting guitar, Gales utilizes a glossy, R&B arrangement where every note counts. 
  Two other serious songs, “Survivor” and “You Don’t Know The Blues,” continue to challenge listeners’ 
preconceived notions with Gales’ real life dilemmas of racial inequities. Take note: he doesn’t say you can’t 
play the blues; rather, he warns that it takes life-altering events to know the blues. With a Hendrix-like riff, 
“Too Close To The Fire” stresses Gales’ search for our acceptance for more then just his 90-minute set. His 
bombastic guitar ending calls emotional attention to his sadness in accepting this truth. 
  But there are also gentle songs of gratification. “I Found Her” spotlights Gales’ first sight of LaDonna in 
this moving tribute to the savior of his soul. Everyone who’s found a life partner can relate. On “My Own Best 
Friend,” Gales starkly recounts his difficult life from incarceration to freedom. It may be one of Keb Mo’s finest 
songs. 
 “I Want My Crown” plays out the spirited guitar headcuttin’ he and Bonamassa staged, with Gales 
jabbing, “Tired of hearing ‘bout Joe B/How he tweaks that sound.” The friendly guitar jousting at the end 
showcases two artists who respect what each does. 
  The CD ends with Gales swingin’ “I Gotta Go.” Its infectious horns and Gales’ rappin’ talk feels like 
you’re in a tiny club as he introduces the band and high steps off the recording’s stage. 
  This recording further establishes Eric Gales as a talented guitarist and singer who is ready to 
accomplish so much more then what the industry’s limiting labels expect. Is there the outrageous guitar Gales 
is best known for? Yes. But Gales’ varied guitar solos add an emotional character to the themes of these 
highly personal songs. Wear that crown well Eric, you deserve it.
 – Art Tipaldi
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“Bernard’s virtuoso guitar 
chops are dynamic and raw 
with hints of Hendrix and 
Johnny Winter, with his own 
unique style at the forefront.” 

Rock & Blues Muse

BERNARD ALLISON
HIGHS & LOWS
RUF 1294

KATIE HENRY
ON MY WAY

 RUF 1293

“One of the many attributes 
that oozes from those amazing 

vocal chords of Ms. Henry is 
soul. Passionate soul, like only 

few singers can produce.” 

Blues Highway

+++ NEWS +++ NEWS +++ NEWS +++ NEWS +++A L B U M  R E V I E W
GOV’T MULE 
Heavy Load Blues
Fantasy Records

“Walk a mile in my shoes; please don’t judge 
me ‘til you do,” bemoans Gov’t Mule leader 

Warren Haynes in “Heavy Load,” his unaccompanied 
acoustic blues at the center of Heavy Load Blues, the 
eleventh Gov’t Mule studio album. Haynes sings the 
blues as sure as the devil, his gritty, mossy, cavernous 
voice perfectly-suited for the medium. As a guitarist, 
he’s played striking blues couplets and symphonies of 
electric blue notes in the Allman Brothers and Gov’t 
Mule for decades. But this is his first full-blooded blues 
album, and it’s a stunner.
  Recorded live off the floor, Gov’t Mule keeps the feel 
real through six originals and seven broad-spectrum 
covers (A bonus disc in the deluxe edition adds an 

additional original and six more covers). Gritty as the presentation is, there’s no lack of 
attention to detail. The songwriting, sequencing, the intricacies in the performances by 
Haynes, drummer Matt Abts, keyboardist Danny Louis, and bassist Jorgen Carlsson, and 
the production by Haynes and John Paterno, all conspire to make Heavy Load Blues pulse 
and explode in gripping entertainment.  
  Just as Eric Clapton did on From The Cradle, his return to the blues in 1994, Gov’t 
Mule kicks off Heavy Load Blues with Elmore James’ version of Leroy Carr’s “Blues 
Before Sunrise.” With Hook Herrera guesting on harp, the ramshackle flow of the song is 
completely natural as compared to Clapton’s version, setting a compelling tone for things 
to come. Haynes’ own “Hole In My Soul” follows. The blanket of horns by Pam Fleming, 
Jenny Hill, and Buford O’Sullivan afford the song a B.B. King-like soulfulness that envelops 
the listener in a velvety embrace, despite the pain Haynes sings of. “Love Is A Mean Old 
World” could be Haynes’ sequel to Little Walter’s “Mean Old World,” its high-tension, tick-
tock beat and Haynes’ dexterous juke-joint picking in perfect service to the gravity of his 
lyrics. Junior Wells’ “Scratch It Back and Hold It,” next, jumps up in straightforward Chicago 
form, then folds neatly into an archetype Gov’t Mule-penned jam dubbed “Hold It Back,” 
before returning to Wells’ Southside hoodoo melody. It’s a masterful mash-up.
  The rainbow of blues emotion presented continues with a wicked, irreverent spin 
on The Animals’ Leiber and Stoller-penned “(Brother Bill) Last Clean Shirt,” and then 
delves into the Tom Waits songbook for a back alley-tense rendition of “Make It Rain.” The 
Mule’s steam engine take on Savoy Brown’s “Street Corner Talking” and their wrenching 
version of Elton John’s “Have Mercy On The Criminal” make the deluxe edition a wise 
purchase indeed. There’s no sign here of a rock band posing, and no predictability to be 
found. Rather, this accomplished band plays the blues exactly as it should be played, with 
passion, inventiveness, and homage in spades. Blues aficionados and Gov’t Mule fans 
alike will love it. 
– Tom Clarke
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Riverside Park, Bonita Springs, Florida

Background by Vector Fresh

A L B U M  R E V I E W
GUY KING
Joy Is Coming
IBF Records

A native of Israel, guitarist Guy King moved to 
Chicago in 1999, spending six years as a 

member of Willie Kent and the Gents. After Kent’s 
passing in 2006, King started a solo career, fronting 
his own bands and releasing four albums.
  His latest self-released effort is a deeply personal 
exploration of his emotional responses to life in the 
modern age. The title track has King’s smooth vocal 
delivering a message of love and hope, cushioned 
by sharp horn riffs and a George Benson-inspired 
solo segment. Things take a darker turn on “Devil’s 
Toy,” where the big city has gone cold, temptation 
nipping, seemingly in over his head. But King gains 

some salvation picking some taut licks with guest Joe Bonamassa on a rousing 
interplay between two master guitarists.
  “Choices” returns to a brighter world, as King relishes his love for his wife, 
Sarah Marie Young, who adds backing vocals. The uptown groove on “Sanity” comes 
courtesy of Joshua Ramos on bass and Samuel Jewell on drums. The arrangement 
is sparked by accents from Marques Carroll on trumpet and flugelhorn along with 
Anthony Bruno on tenor and baritone saxophones. King takes solo honors with a 
driving six-string interlude.
  King had a hand in composing each of the ten tracks, getting assistance from 
author David Ritz, who wrote biographies of many musical icons including Ray 
Charles, B.B. King, Etta James, and Aretha Franklin. One of their collaborations, 
“Hole In My Soul,” is a highlight, with King swearing off alcohol and weed in order to 
concentrate on the joy he gets from playing his music. 
  “Oh, Sarah,” employs a 1950s style sound which deserves stronger lyrics than 
King’s repeating declarations of love. “Don’t Do It (If You Don’t Want To Do It)” is 
much stronger, with the full band creating a sound that harks back to Ray Charles, 
one of King’s main influences. “A Prayer For Me” is a late-night blues with King on 
the edge of despair, yet filled with the wonder that his baby daughter brings. There’s 
fireworks on “Up, Up, Up,” as Vanessa Bell Armstrong joins King for a spirited vocal 
duet. Tom Vaitas adds some funky electric keyboard accompaniment that inspires 
another masterful solo from the leader, honoring B.B. King’s legacy.
  Deftly mixing a variety of musical styles while remaining grounded in the blues, 
Guy King once again provides listeners with a compelling album full of vivid emotions 
and a respectfully modern sound. It is a record well-worth a listen.
– Mark Thompson
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
LITTLE G WEEVIL
Live Acoustic Session
Hunnia Records

I asked Betsie Brown, Blind Raccoon’s Publicist, 
the etymology of Little G Weevil’s name and she 

said the artist told her, “A Hungarian local musician 
called me ‘Weevil’ back in the late ‘90s, after 
bumping into me in three different blues clubs the 
same night. ‘You’re like a damn weevil, popping 
up everywhere.’” Oh, the “G” is for Gabor, his first 
name.
  This live acoustic CD has 16 tracks and runs just 
under 78 minutes. With 13 original compositions, 
Weevil delivers an intense concert with occasional 
percussive string sounds and adroit beat enhancing 

foot stomping. Many musicians treat their acoustic guitars with careful respect; Weevil 
does not. His no name guitars are a bit distressed and have higher actions. Thus, he 
truly uses his instrument as a tool to extract just the right sounds to make his blues 
songs take life. His playing is exact, yet his aggressive touch on his instrument fills 
the recording studio with sound. Would I let Weevil play my acoustic guitar? Hell no! 
Would I enjoy its sound if he did? Hell yeah!
Weevil hails from Budapest, Hungary, and played the blues across Europe before 
moving to the U.S. in 2004. He has traveled through Memphis, Atlanta, and 
Birmingham and appears to have absorbed many of our blues styles. He has won 
many blues awards including the IBC for best solo blues guitarist in 2013.
  His songs all tell stories and his “She Used To Call Me Sugar” is a poignant tale 
about a woman he met in London. Each of the 16 songs follow one another seamlessly, 
and final cut, John Lee Hooker’s “Roll And Boogie,” ends with a thunderous finish 
that shows he could record another 78 minutes of songs with ease. Weevil said that 
in Hungary he “walked into a studio, had three beers and played 16 tunes. It came 
out mighty bluesy, 100% live, no editing.” It would be well worth while to seek out 
Little G Weevil’s  Live Acoustic Session CD and enjoy his unique intense craft. 
– Pete Sardon JULY 16+17 2022

ADVANCE TIX $38/DAY-$63/WEEKEND • ADVANCE TIX SALES END MONDAY JULY 11, 2022 • TIX AT THE GATE $45/DAY-$75/WEEKEND

FESTIVAL HOTLINE 207.691.2248 • NORTHATLANTICBLUESFESTIVAL.COM

HARBOR PARK in 
ROCKLAND MAINE
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
VARIOUS ARTISTS
40 Years
Landslide Records

Perhaps you know tale of Sisyphus who was 
condemned for eternity to push a boulder up a 

hill only to have it slide back down. It’s a story of 
futility and hopelessness. It might be the story of 
small record companies too, forever trying to get 
ahead only to have artists stolen if they begin to be 
successful. It’s a wonder independent labels manage 
to make enough profit to stay in business, especially 
as they tend to be at the end of the line when physical 
distributors and streaming services bother to pay. 
  But a few do manage. Alligator has beaten the 
uphill odds for more than 50 years, Delmark even 
longer, also Earwig – all three Chicago-based blues 

bastions. Now Landslide has hit the 40-year mark, 
which the label is celebrating with a 33-track double CD. 
  Who’s on it? Some artists you will know because they have managed to have 
careers; others are fairly or, more likely, unfairly unknown. Landslide began when 
Bruce Hampton, in his pre-Col. Bruce days and part of a jazz combo, suggested to 
Michael Rothschild in 1981 that he start a record label. Since then the Landslide logo 
has appeared on releases by such artists as Sean Costello, Delta Moon, Tinsley Ellis, 
Scrapomatic, and even the first Derek Trucks Band album. 

Disc one begins with a Tinsley Ellis track, “Drivin’ Woman,” and continues with 
The Bluesbusters, featuring the late Paul Barrere of Little Feat and Catfish Hodge, 
performing “Phone Don’t Ring,” both from 1986. From there the tracklist skips around 
four decades with performances from Piano Red, Damon Fowler, Scrapomatic, Sean 
Costello, Jim Quick & Coastline, Delta Moon, Nappy Brown with Tinsley Ellis, Webb 
Wilder, Cigar Store Indians, Geoff Achison, King Johnson with Oliver Wood, and New 
Orleans hero Dave Bartholomew. 

Disc two kicks off with a jazz piece from David Earle Johnson with John 
Abercrombie guesting, then shifts to Derek Trucks, at the time only 18 years old, 
audaciously launching his career in 1997 by covering jazz giant John Coltrane’s “Mr. 
PC.” Then Widespread Panic puts in an appearance, followed by Col. Bruce Hampton, 
The Brains, Mike Mattison, Gary Bennett, Blueground Undergrass, Steam Donkeys, 
Lost Continentals, Curlew, Jan Smith, Paul McCandless and more Hampton, Webb 
Wilder, and Scrapomatic. 

Many of these tracks are rare, coming off releases that had small pressings, 
some still available from Landslide, others possibly on eBay or Discogs. Personally, 
I’m on the lookout for The Brains’ Dancing Under Streetlights and Mike Mattison’s You 
Can’t Fight Love. 
– Bill Wasserzieher
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“The Love Light Orchestra is lightning in a bottle.”  - Scott Barretta, Living Blues

THE

ORCHESTRA

A L B U M  R E V I E W
LINDSAY BEAVER & BRAD STIVERS
VizzTone

The eponymous debut by the Austin-based 
duo of drummer/guitarist/vocalist/songwriter 

Beaver and guitarist/vocalist/songwriter Stivers is 
comprised of 12 tracks. Beaver recently relocated 
to Austin and Stivers arrived in 2015 after being 
based in Colorado. Co-produced, the duo traveled 
to Halifax, Nova Scotia (Beaver’s hometown) and 
recorded at Canadian guitarist’s Garrett Mason’s 
studio with Beaver mixing ten of the tracks. Bass 
and organ is provided by Barry Cooke.
  Beaver wrote six originals, Stivers four, and 

one was co-composed. The lone cover is a gritty heartfelt rendition of the R&B 
chestnut “You’re So Fine,” a major hit by the Falcons from 1959 on which Beaver 
accompanies herself on guitar. The tune has been covered by a multitude of artists, 
but I’ve never heard it performed as a stripped down solo piece. (The Detroit-based 
Falcons launched the careers of Eddie Floyd, Wilson Pickett, Sir Mack Rice, and 
Robert Ward.)
  Their originals are inspired by Texas shuffles, Chicago blues, Southern soul 
ballads, rockabilly, and jazz (the frenetic instrumental “Slim Pickin’” with guitar 
solos by both). Stivers sings the one slow blues, the compelling “Somebody Else.” 
They share vocals on the ear-grabbing set opener, the driving soul-shuffle “One 
Condition” that features guest guitarist Kirk Fletcher, the deep soul ballad “Hesitate,” 
and the Texas-styled shuffle “It’s Love.” Other guests include guitarists Zach Zunis 
on “You’ve Got No Right” and Garrett Mason on “See You Again.” Personal favorite 
guest appearance is by Joe Murphy with his raucous harmonica on the Little Walter-
like “I Know What To Do.”
  Beaver’s forceful, deeply soulful vocals command attention throughout. Stivers 
is a fine vocalist as well, equally at home with rockabilly, ballads, and blues shuffles. 
Every tune is highly enjoyable, and the variety will please fans who savor such 
impeccably performed genre jumping. They are talented, seasoned performers, and 
genuine triple threat artists with previous recordings. Hopefully, they will mount a 
national tour to promote this fine debut album that contains their best material to 
date.
– Thomas J. Cullen III
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
Sacred Soul Of North Carolina 
Bible And Tire 

The fifties and sixties were the glory days for 
Black gospel, with groups like South Carolina’s 

Dixie Hummingbirds, Chicago’s raucous Willing 4, 
Detroit’s Fantastic Violinaires, Texas-based Willie 
Neal Johnson and the Gospel Keynotes, The Soul 
Stirrers, and the Five Blind Boys of Alabama putting 
out a sound that was a soulful as it was sacred. 
Several of those groups hopped the aisle to deal 
in secular music. One of the earliest successful 
crossovers was Winston-Salem’s “5” Royales, 
aided by guitarist Lowman Pauling’s soulful 
strumming. Their joyful jump-up-and-down and 

holler for the Lord jubilee style of gospel was decked out with some show biz flash 
that Humminbirds’ lead singer Ira Tucker called trickeration, rocking up the lead and 
giving the background a doo-wop bounce, as well as utilizing physical moves like 
leaping into the crowd to testify in an audience member’s face or fall to his knees 
James Brown style, which Brown allegedly borrowed from gospel singers.  
  When Fat Possum/Big Legal Mess honcho Bruce Watson launched his Bible 
And Tire Recording Company, he heard about the Dedicated Men Of Zion, a North 
Carolina group still putting out those gospel soul sounds. A field recording of them 
was wildly successful, so Watson went back for more, discovering a treasure trove 
of Eastern North Carolina artists still performing that crossover style of gospel that 
could become soul with a flick of the tonsils and a new attitude. 
  Greenville’s Little Willie And the Fantastic Spiritualaires are at the top of the 
heap with Willie’s searing lead replicating Jimmy Carter’s sacred warbling with the 
Blind Boys while the rhythm section thumps you upside the head, an organ burbling 
happily alongside and the group of brothers engaging in a spirited call and response. 
Johnny Ray Daniel’s blistering lead on “Somewhere To Lay My Head” rocks like the 
Hummingbirds trying hard to hop the aisle backed by tight family harmony from his 
brothers and sisters has Daniels cackling happily on the outro. Big Walt’s ask “God 
In Faith,” accompanied with just a bass drum beat and a crash cymbal is one of 
the most moving offerings, a stark one-man (with a little vocal brotherly help on the 
chorus) worship service laced with soul.  
  This is deep-dish soul, scooped up from the fountain, originally flung around 
for the faithful, splashed on a passel of new-found soulful sinners to worship and 
enjoy. 
– Grant Britt

A L B U M  R E V I E W
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
ELLY WININGER
The Blues Never End
Earwig

Two things are certain for a musician: when the 
music calls you, you have to follow it and being 

at the right place at the right time acts as a catalyst 
for your path as a musician.
  For the self-produced The Blues Never End 
by Elly Wininger (the “g” is pronounced “j”), an 
inductee in the New York Blues Hall of Fame, 
both these two things occurred. She was at the 
right place at the right time as a young girl as she 
lived near Greenwich Village and would skip her 

classes to go hear musicians like Dave Van Ronk, 
Mississippi John Hurt, Lightnin’ Hopkins, and Muddy Waters. This call to music was 
enhanced by her taking guitar lessons from David Bromberg, which reveal why her 
guitar playing is so precise and enjoyable. 
  Wininger takes us on a talented 13-song romp with not only her original songs, 
but wonderful interpretations of her favorites such as Huddie Ledbetter, Blind Willie 
Johnson, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Tony Joe White, Blind Lemon Jefferson, and Skip 
James. Besides just an acoustic guitar, Wininger also displays her craft on slide 
resonator guitar on “As The Crow Flies,” “God Moves On The Water,” and “Leavin’ 
Blues.” Using a baritone guitar on “Black Snake Moan,” she exhibits a haunting 
rendering of this Blind Lemon Jefferson classic accompanied by tuba, clarinet, 
trombone, and trumpet. 
  She has chosen her back-up musicians wisely as 14 different musicians, using 
a wide range of instruments, back her on the various songs. Especially appealing 
is the use of Lou Pappas’ upright bass on Sister Rosetta Tharpe’s “Let That Liar 
Alone,” the first and very enjoyable song on the CD as it sets the tone that promises 
more great guitar work to follow. You may wish to listen to Lonnie Johnson’s double 
entendre “Range In My Kitchen” several times with delight while being washed with 
Wininger’s precise finger-style blues guitar and salacious words.
  It speaks volumes to self-produce a CD of this caliber while being able to 
assemble so many other talented musicians that make The Blues Never End a 
pleasure to hear.
 – Pete Sardon
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
AVEY GROUWS BAND 
Tell Tale Heart
Navy House Records

An alternative title for the new album by the 
Avey Grouws Band could be “From Potent To 

Poignant.” This deft quintet from the Quad Cities 
region, where Illinois meets Iowa, took advantage 
of unavoidable downtime during the Covid-19 
pandemic to fashion their sophomore album. The 
ten songs, all originals, were written by singer Jeni 
Grouws and guitarist Chris Avey, and span a range 
from pure blues to rock to pop to a hint of country. 
Powerhouse vocalist Grouws and sizzling six 
string slinger Avey are accompanied by the agile 
rhythm trio of drummer Bryan West, bassist Randy 
Leasman, and keyboardist Nick Vasquez.

  “Love Raining Down” jump-starts the set; it’s a pile-driving rocker with 
thrumming bass. Next, “There For Me,” an appreciation for the support of a lover or 
friend, mines the pop genre, with a vibe reminiscent of tunes by 1980s Fleetwood 
Mac. The same vibe, but with the opposite message – frustration with a lover – is 
evoked in “Hanging Around,” which gives Vasquez some quality time on organ and 
has some juicy overdubbed harmony vocals by Grouws. In between the latter two 
tracks is “Bad, Bad Year,” a shuffle lamenting the stresses of the pandemic; Avey 
introduces it with some stinging guitar work and later provides a stirring solo.
  Confirming its versatility, AGB segues into the slow blues of the title tune, 
Grouws displaying her formidable vocal talent. Then comes an abrupt shift: the seven-
minute long instrumental “Mariana,” a showcase for Avey’s manifold proficiency on 
guitar. The slow tempo is filled with soaring single notes and explorations of far-out 
sonic realms. Another reviewer compared it to a Pink Floyd number; it brings to my 
mind works by guitarists Jimi Hendrix, Carlos Santana, Jimmy Thackery, Lindsey 
Buckingham, Ronnie Earl, and others. Excessive but impressive!
  Another stylistic jolt follows, the acoustic “Daylight” with a slight country flavor 
and some of Grouws’ most sublime singing. Then Avey and the rhythm section find a 
nice shuffle groove on “Heart’s Playing Tricks,” followed by the funky “We’re Gonna 
Roll.” The set ends by rocking out with “Eye To Eye,” Avey and Grouws effectively 
sharing vocals in what sounds like a modification of the Rolling Stones’ “Start Me 
Up.” It’s a decidedly upbeat conclusion to an album that deserves praise and repeat 
listening.
– Dan Stevens 
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RACKY THOMAS & THE TRAVELIN’ MEDICINE BAND REVIVAL SHOW
Good Medicine
Self-release

Ain’t nothin’ like a good dose of spirituality on a 
Sunday morning, and Boston-based Racky 

Thomas and his band of talented musicians deliver 
all you need on this uplifting album. The 11 tracks, 
including five traditional songs and one Thomas 
original, are based on his popular brunch shows 
started several years ago with a residency at a British 
Beer Co. pub.
  Consisting of a small combo with Mudcat Ward 
on bass, Matt McCabe on piano, and Mike Avery on 
drums, the show developed – and traveled – into a 
continuing Sunday gig at the Jasper Hill Cafe in Millis, 
Mass. It’s a larger ensemble which now includes 

Boston fiddler Ilana Katz Katz, known for busking in Boston’s subway and handing out 
homemade cookies, keyboardist John Juxo, who also contributes on accordion, guitarist 
Pete Henderson, and Tony Schultz on shaker and maracas.
  At Jasper Hill, the band continued to build an audience and developed its sound by 
incorporating blues, gospel, boogie-boogie, and touches of country, with Thomas skillfully 
handling vocals, harp and guitar.
  Thomas said Ward turned him onto some Hank Williams gospel tunes, which were 
added to the repertoire, and this album showcases those, along with influences from 
Mississippi John Hurt on “Louis Collins” (about a murder,) Woodie Guthrie, for the opener 
“Hard Travelin’,” and Townes Van Zandt’s “White Freight Liner Blues” and “Two Hands.”
  One of the best tunes on the disc is Thomas’s original, “Midnight Train” (in this case, 
there IS a midnight train) with Thomas’ vocals backed by the wonderful trio of Shavonne 
Moore, Carrie Johnson, and Traci Ross. Other standouts are the moving, traditional 
songs: “Eyes On The Prize,” “Goin’ Home,” an upbeat tune (OK, it does mention possibly 
being hanged when he gets home,) the Latin influenced “Mary Don’t You Weep,” and the 
upbeat “When That First Trumpet Sounds.”
  “Goin’ Home” features great guitar, plus cool fiddlin’ by Katz Katz, who also shines 
on the Guthrie opener. “Mary Don’t You Weep,” with its historical lyrics (“Pharaoh’s army 
got drowned”) has a beautiful ethereal feel, with more terrific keyboard action. We are 
treated to a real, come-to-Jesus-meeting in Van Zandt’s “Two Hands,” and a catchy 
accordion solo in “Nails In My Coffin.” written by country musician Jerry Irby. The slow 
and mellow “White Freight Liner Blues,” also by Van Zandt, showcases Katz Katz’s talent 
again, along with Thomas’ vocals. 
  The disc ends with a minimalist version of Fats Domino’s “Walkin’ To New Orleans,” 
with just Thomas singing and Juxo on accordion. The record is perfect for a laid back 
Sunday, or any day when you need risin’ up.
  Karen Nugent

A L B U M  R E V I E W
JOHN MAYALL
THE SUN IS SHINING DOWN

LP.CD.DIGITAL

OUT JANUARY 28

The new album from Blues Hall of 
Famer John Mayall, featuring The 
Heartbreakers’ Mike Campbell, 

Marcus King, Buddy Miller, 
Carolyn Wonderland, Scarlet 

Rivera, Jake Shimabukuro and 
Melvin Taylor.
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MOTOR CITY JOSH & THE BIG 3
Finding A New Gear
Sound Shop Studio

If you’re anywhere near Detroit looking for a fun, 
goodtime band, check out Motor City Josh & The 

Big 3. If you can’t book them, this album is a very 
good substitute. The first time through, Finding A 
New Gear seemed a little hokey, or maybe uber-
clichéd, trying just a little too hard to be witty. That 
was a misjudgment.
  Since the second listening, this set has seldom 
been out of my car’s CD player. Because, in fact, 
these tunes take the commonplace and the cliché, 
and transform them into endearing refrains and 
unapologetic, UN-sophisticated consequence. It’s 

an amalgam, and a tribute to astute, down-to-earth sayings you’ve heard your entire 
life – blended together with solid rocking, sometimes searing guitar and easy-on-
the-ears vocals from Josh Ford, with his skintight Big 3 – Johnny Rhoades, guitar/
vocals, Chris Smith, bass/vocals, and Todd Glass, drums.
  Song titles leave little imagination as to a tune’s theme, with tongue-in-cheek, 
yet poignant renderings like “Getting Old Sucks,” “Big Girl,” “Take My Advice (I 
Never Use It),” and “If You Ain’t Having Fun (It’s Your Own Damn Fault).” Splendid 
performances by Ford’s band captivate your attention, aided at times by outstanding 
backing sax and brass accompaniment. The title track, “I Was Born Ready,” “I’m 
On Fire,” and “I Got That Friday Feeling” feature first-class guitar work that expertly 
drives the upbeat, let’s party messages.
  This is, front-to-back, an excellent collection, ten tracks but only 34 minutes. 
My favorites are the only two not written by Ford and wife Stacia. They recall the 
glory days of Stax or Atlantic. First is “Don’t Let The Green Grass Fool You” (a giant 
hit for Wilson Pickett); the second is an exceptional “That’s How Strong My Love Is” 
(a monster hit for Otis Redding). IMO, the latter can compete for best soul anthem, 
ever – and Ford’s band covers it superbly. 
  Little known west of the Mississippi, this is Ford’s 13th album since 1994. They 
used to tour extensively, but slowed down the last five years, while Ford spent time 
with his kids and devoted energy to his Sound Shop Studio. It’s become a much-
desired recording destination, receiving the Detroit Music Award for Outstanding 
Record Producer in 2021.
– Dan D. Harrell

A L B U M  R E V I E W
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B O O K  R E V I E W
The Blues Dream Of Billy Boy Arnold
by Billy Boy Arnold with Kim Field
University of Chicago Press

The Blues Dream Of Billy Boy Arnold w/Kim Field is culled from two years 
of interviews that Field started as a result meeting Arnold and coaxing a 

book out of his miraculous story, spanning seven decades of Chicago Blues. 
Arnold just turned 86 in 2021, and his interest began during the Bluebird 
Records era (when he took lessons from Sonny Boy Williamson at 12 years 
old), continued thru the Chess Records era( where he recorded with Bo 
Diddley and came up with that moniker)and was there  in the sixties during 
the Blues Resurgence when his brother Jerome was bassist for the early 
integrated Paul Butterfield Blues Band. Arnold has recorded albums on many 
labels of late including Alligator, Blind Pig, and Electro-Fi.
  This author has been friends with Arnold since 1992 and knows 
Arnold’s inflections and way of speech very well. Thus, I can testify that 
Arnold’s voice inhabits these pages. I’ve heard many of these stories from 
him but also reading them in chronological order is a revelation. Arnold’s 
memory is a feat unmatched in people half his age. He remembers phone 
numbers and addresses from the 1940s. He’s very much a historian in that 
he’s aware of the sociological facts of African-American life in Chicago thru all 

these different eras, whether it’s zoning restrictions for blacks buying homes, police practices of the era, 
Jim Crow in the South, etc.
  Arnold also knows the ins and outs of the recording industry practices spanning from Leonard 
Chess or Vee-Jay Records to the modern day demise of the business. Same goes for the icons of Chicago 
Blues who Arnold met and got to know – Big Bill Broonzy, Sonny Boy Williamson, Blind John Davis, Muddy 
Waters, Little Walter, Howlin’ Wolf, Elmore James, and of course, his early partner, Ellis McDaniels, aka 
Bo Diddely. In between these icons are many other reminisces of friends like Earl Hooker, Jody Williams, 
Junior Wells, Otis Rush, James Cotton, Butterfield, The Aces, Jimmy Rogers, Otis Spann, Syl Johnson, 
Charlie Musselwhite, Big Joe Williams, Memphis Slim, and so many more.
  The overall picture of the Heyday Of Blues in Chicago is magnificent as Arnold is one of the few who 
grew up there compared to many of his compatriots who migrated from the Deep South, giving him a long 
range view of city life as a child. Arnold’s memories of that world, street games, listening to Sonny Boy play 
on the phone thru an amp in the late forties at a club, seeing the original Muddy Water’s band at 708 Club 
or Elmore James at Sylvios in late ‘50s are like being there.
  U.K. rock/blues bands picked up on Arnold’s records on Vee-Jay early, as Eric Clapton’s first group, 
the Yardbirds recorded “ I Wish You Would” and “ Ain’t Got You” as their first recordings with Clapton. David 
Bowie, The Animals, The Groundhogs, The Sweet, The Blues Brothers, The Blasters, Charlie Musselwhite, 
and many other greats have included his material on their records.
  Arnold began visiting Europe by the 1970s as a result of this interest. At the same time, Arnold held 
various jobs in those decades, from bus driver to parole officer, but he always played harp and sang or 
wrote songs. His devotion to blues has never wavered thru it all. Arnold was similar to Little Walter in his 
ability to write blues that fit a popular style with young people, hence he was able to tour with acts like Fat 
Domino in the ‘50s. What is so impressive about his viewpoint is his ability to see the whole spectrum of 
blues without his ego getting in the way of assessing the entire Chicago Blues scene from an insiders point 
of view.
  Arnold’s most recent recordings stand up strongly as a compliment to this book, especially his 
last few on Electro-Fi, his tribute to Big Bill Broonzy, Billy Boy Sings Bill Bill Broonzy, and his tribute to 
his mentor Sonny Boy Williamson, Billy Boy Sings Sonny Boy. These records are a testament to Arnold’s 
ability to sing a lost style of blues from the forties, a melding of country and city blues that no one can 
duplicate but Arnold.
  This book is an extremely fascinating read. Add to that that Arnold is as avid a fan of the music as 
Field or myself, and it’s doubly a great book! Long live, Billy Boy Arnold, the ageless wonder!
– Mark Hummel
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B O O K  R E V I E W
WHO IS BLUES VOL. 2
By Vincent Abbate
Full disclosure: Vincent Abbate has been a Senior Editor for Blues Music Magazine since 2013. 

Word counts are the bane of every writer’s and editor’s existence. As a 
writer, I face that challenge every time I put pen to paper (or fingers to 

keys). As an editor, I must constantly give those limiting word count numbers 
to my writers. I know the feeling when you are given 30 minutes to interview 
a subject and that talk turns into 90 minutes. Or when the subject calls you 
back a day later to continue that important conversation. That talk, when 
transcribed, can be well over 7,000 words. But a typical print feature might 
only need 1,500 words. To the credit of Vincent and many other talented 
writers, they are able to distill those thousands and thousands of words into 
a compelling and in-depth 1,500 word piece. 
 After his first Volume of Who Is Blues, the compact biography of Doug 
MacLeod, Vincent has produced in Who Is Blues, Vol. 2 is the full detailed 
transcriptions of 15 of his most important interviews. Here, as both writer 
and editor, Vincent can ignore the editor’s red pen and provide readers with 
a complete look into the subject’s struggles, achievements, and concerns. 

  His sit-downs run the gamut from the legendary, B.B. King and Bobby Rush, to today’s youngest 
blues stars, Samantha Fish and Quinn Sullivan. In between, he explores all facets of the music and the 
business with seasoned veterans like Tommy Castro, Paul deLay, John Mooney, Walter Trout, Ronnie 
Baker Brooks, and others. 
 The book kicks off with Vincent’s 2000 interview with the Holmes Brothers and flows in 
chronological order to his most recent 2020 interview with Walter Trout. In between he shares talks with 
Dave Gonzalez, Paul deLay, John Mooney, B.B. King, Sue Foley, Terry Evans, Bobby Rush, Tommy 
Castro, Josh Smith, Ronnie Baker Brooks, Quinn Sullivan, Watermelon Slim, Samantha Fish, and 
Walter Trout. 
  Each profile begins with Vincent’s dated recollections of the meeting followed by his Q&A. Some 
of those introductory memories are simple insights into what every writer faces before or during an 
interview with performers or artists. With King, Vincent describes the 20–minute limit he was given 
for the interview and its slow “Yes” and “No” start (something all writers dread!). Until, however, when 
Vincent hits that magical moment with, “Tell me about Beale Street when you arrived there in 1947.” 
Then King opens up with vivid details of Memphis for the next EIGHT pages!
 Bobby Rush tells tales of his days as a young artist in Chicago in the 1950s meeting with 
the genre’s creative giants and, from his perspective, where the blues is headed today. Walter Trout 
discusses his survival during the 2020 pandemic, his family, his songwriting, and his near death liver 
transplant in 2014. Ronnie Baker Brooks, as a true child of the blues, addresses growing up in a home 
with his blues legend father, Lonnie Brooks. Sue Foley offers her mother and woman’s perspective to 
one’s artistic journey. Quinn Sullivan paints an intimate picture of Buddy Guy. And Watermelon Slim’s 
ten pages offer those unique personal insights that are essential for the blues to resonate.
  I have interviewed 2/3rds of these subjects and found myself captivated by the stories they told 
Vincent that were new to me. That addresses the point that a good journalist (and Vincent claims he is 
a fan, not a journalist) understands how to peel back the layers to find the core of the subject’s journey. 
 Most interesting to me are the accounts by each musician of the influences of their mentors. The 
naming of those legends who have preceded each, yet passed along essential advice about artistic 
survival or creation, is the most important element of each talk, for that keeps those musical giants alive. 
  Upon finishing the reading of any of these 15 musicians, one comes away with the feeling that 
we also were at the table, on the phone, or in the green room nodding and smiling.
– Art Tipaldi
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